
Be a winner with  
BRAVA ACE

The only sweeper for TENNIS and PADEL 
that leaves the field unbeatably clean.



A perfect cleaning of playing surfaces 
is not just a way to make visible 
the quality of your service and the 
respect for your customers: it is also 
the best way to ensure a long term 
effi ciency of your tennis and padel 
courts.   

Brava ACE is the sweeper created by RCM, in collaboration 
with professional padel and tennis instructors, in order to 

ensure a quick and safe maintenance of the playing surfaces. 
Everything with a single machine. Thanks to a special hopper, 

Brava ACE redistributes sand to the ground by keeping dirt 
and the thin nylon fi laments of the balls so that they do not 

disperse in the air. For any other use outside of padel, it will be 
enough to replace its special hopper with the standard one for 

exteriors, interiors and tennis courts.

A SINGLE MACHINE FOR THE CLEANING 
OF TENNIS AND PADEL COURTS!



Perfect for INDOOR 
and OUTDOOR facilities

Agile and versatile for every 
application, also outside the court. 
Brava ACE, with a cleaning width of 78 cm, is driven 
by an electric engine and a battery that ensures an 
autonomy of 4 hours. 

Tough but contained in the dimensions, Brava ACE is easy to 
manoeuvre, also through pedestrian doors and tight spaces. Its 
huge suction power and fi lter able to retain raised dust make it 
a highly valuable ally also for the cleaning of internal surfaces 
of sports facilities and club houses.

Brava ACE is suitable for surfaces in: synthetic grass, cement, synthetic. 

+ Cleaning and hygiene 
+ Savings in maintenance 
+ Satisfi ed customers

Central brush for the collection of coarse dirt and nylon fi laments of balls. With its 
bristles it “combs” synthetic grass fi laments. 

Side brush for the removal of sand on the sidelines. 

Special hopper that keeps dirt by uniformly redistributing the fi lling sand on padel 
courts.

Standard hopper for the cleaning of tennis courts, walkways, parking spaces and 
all internal and external environments.

Special fi lters to keep silicon and nylon dust of balls.



RCM is not only for TENNIS and PADEL.

Have a look at www.rcm.it

The cleaning of surfaces where any kind of sports is practised, is 
at the base of athletes safety and their performances.
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